
     

Glossary

8-incher: a mat that is eight inches thick
Acceleration Sprints: the type of run wanted on 
vault: begin slow, gain a medium speed in the 
middle of the runway, and increase to the fastest 
at the end of the run
Aerial: a cartwheel without hands
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Back Handspring: a tumbling skill where you 
jump off two feet, arch backward to push off 
your hands and finish back on your feet
Back Walkover: a tumbling skill where you 
stand with one foot in front, arch back to the 
floor with your hands and walk your legs over 
back to a stand position
Bridge Kickover: a tumbling skill where you 
begin in a bridge position, then kick your leg 
over the top back to a stand position
Candlestick: a position where you lie down on 
your back and lift your legs straight up to the 
ceiling with your hips off the floor
Cartwheel: a tumbling skill where you place 
each one hand on the floor one at a time while at 
the same time kicking and straddling your legs 
over the top like a windmill, finishing on one 
foot at a time in a standing position
Compete: the act of performing your routines in 
front of a judge for a score



Compulsory: levels 3-5 in gymnastics where 
everyone competing performs the same routines
Complex: a series of basic skills used together 
to create a warm-up or workout for an event
Cross Tumble: performing tumbling passes 
using the diagonals of the floor
Crown: a dance position where you hold your 
arms gracefully above your head with rounded 
elbows
Deductions: the points taken off a routine in a 
competition
Diagonals: corner-to-corner on the floor
Double Full: a skill where you perform two 
twists in one flip
Forward Roll Hops: a conditioning skill where 
you perform a forward roll, jump immediately 
our of it, and dive immediately into a forward 
roll again
Front Full: a full-twisting front tuck
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Front Giants: a giant swing around the bar with 
hands in undergrip, falling forward around the 
bar
Front Hip Circle: a bar skill where you begin 
in a front support, circle forward around the bar 
and end up in front support
Front Mill Circle: a bar skill where you split the 
bar and circle forward around the bar
Front Support: a position on bars or beam 
where you hold your body up with straight arms 
so that your thighs are resting on the apparatus
Glide Swing: a bar skill where you swing under 
the bar (the first part of a glide kip)
Handstand: a position where you stand 
vertically on your hands
Handstand Flat Back: a vault where after you 
jump on the board, you do a handstand and fall 
to your back in a tight body position (the level 3 
competitive vault)



Handstand Forward Roll: a tumbling skill 
where you perform a handstand then roll forward 
out of it
Layout Step Out: a skill where you perform a 
back handspring step out with no hands
Leap: a dance skill where you take off of one 
foot and land on one foot
Meet Run-Through: a (usually) shortened 
practice where you and your team run through 
your routines, usually before a competition
Moct Meet: also known as a “critique meet” 
where you and your team perform your routines 
in front a a judge before the season officially 
starts for experience
Mount: the skill that gets you onto an apparatus
Muscle Memory: the way your muscles get 
used to doing skills by performing them over 
and over again
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Opposition: a dance term in which the arm 
opposite of the leg you are leading with is in 
front
Optionals: the term used for levels 6-elite; those 
competitors that make up their own routines
Pit: a very thick cushiony mat, sometimes in-
ground, sometimes above ground where level 3s 
perform their vault
Pivot Turn: a turn done on two feet when they 
are in relevé lock
Plyometrics: a conditioning circuit where you 
continually jump on top of and over blocks for a 
period of time
Pullover: a skill on bars where you begin in 
a hanging position (or on the floor under the 
low bar) and lift your hips to the bar and circle 
backwards around the bar until you finish in a 
front support



Round-off: a skill where you begin like a 
cartwheel, but you bring your feet together in the 
middle and land on two feet
Scholarship: an agreement between an athlete 
and a college to compete for the school in 
exchange for tuition
Season: the part of the year during which you 
compete
Series: a connection of two skills in a row; most 
often associated with an acro connection on 
beam
Single-leg Shoot Through: a bar skill where 
you cast and place one foot through your hands
Sprint: a short fast run, as on vault
Vegan: a diet where you do not eat any animal 
products
Vegetarian: a diet where you do not eat any meat
Yurchenko: a vault skill where you perform 
a round-off onto the springboard, a back 
handspring onto the vault table and a salto before 
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landing on the floor (see Gym Rats: Toe Jam for 
more detailed information)


